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Li Ruonan then became more or less unnatural and said, “Jianyuan, I know that what happened before 

was my fault, but ……” 

However, before Li Ruo Nan could even finish her words, she was interrupted by Jianyuan. 

“You, you really shouldn’t have done that.” Jian Yuan said, “I have heard from my aunt that you work 

very hard and often come home in the middle of the night, how can this work, even if you are good at 

your job, but if you work so hard all the time, your body will not be able to bear it!” 

“…… It’s fine, I’m used to it.” Only then did Li Ruonan realize that Jian Yuan was going to say this. 

“It’s getting used to it that’s scary!” Jian Yuan said, “It seems like it really doesn’t work without someone 

around to take care of you, you haven’t been able to take care of yourself since middle school …… Come 

on, I’ll take you to dinner, be obedient!” 

With that, Jianyuan came forward and put his hand on Li Ruonan’s shoulder, smiling as he pulled her 

out. 

Li Ruonan said, “I’ll clean up ……” 

Jian Yuan smiled and said, “Just listen to me today, okay? What, an old friend came back from abroad 

and came straight to you without looking for anyone, this point of face is not even given, huh?” 

Li Ruonan hesitated for a moment and had to nod, saying, “Alright then.” 

Jianyuan said, “That’s right. Let’s go, I haven’t eaten anything since I got off the plane, I’m starving, 

what’s good to eat in Jiangzhou, what do you recommend?” 

Li Ruonan said, “Didn’t you grow up in Jiangzhou, are you still not familiar with it?” 

“You still don’t know me, huh?” Jian Yuan smiled, “I’ve been staying abroad for the past few years, this 

time when I came back I realized that Jiangzhou has changed so much, a lot of places are built that I 

don’t even recognize anymore, so how can I still know what places have good food!” 

“Then what do you like to eat?” Li Ruonan asked. 

“What, you don’t remember my taste?” Jian Yuan smiled as he looked at Li Ruo Nan. 

Li Ruonan blushed slightly and said, “I don’t know if your tastes have changed in the past few years 

when you were abroad ……” 

“No.” 

Jian Yuan said, “Not at all.” 

Li Ruonan said, “You haven’t gotten used to the local life at all when you were abroad?” 

Jianyuan said, “How can I say, to say that I am definitely used to it, because I can’t even if I’m not used 

to it, even if you are not used to it, you still have to survive, right?” 

Li Ruonan nodded and said, “That’s true.” 



Jianyuan said, “So yeah, the change I made abroad was entirely to survive, so technically speaking, I can 

only say that I have adapted to the local life, but at heart I am still a Chinese, I really miss the taste of 

China every day.” 

Li Ruonan pursed her lips and smiled, “Then wasn’t it hard for you to spend a few years out there?” 

Jian Yuan said, “It’s not really hard, because once you get used to it, you won’t feel too miserable. 

Moreover, there are also Chinese restaurants over there, and the owners are all authentic Chinese, and I 

often patronise them, and it’s also fortunate that they are there, otherwise, I’m afraid that what you’ll 

see when I come back this time will be a fake foreign devil!” 

“Huh!” 

Li Ruonan couldn’t help but be amused by his words, pursing her lips and laughing, “So, you had a pretty 

good time abroad?” 

Jian Yuan shook his head again and said, “In fact …… life is not a big problem whether it is bitter or not, 

men, the ability to adapt is still a little stronger, besides I am not a person who is too particular, you also 

know …… in foreign countries The most difficult thing is actually loneliness!” 

“Lonely?” Li Ruonan was stunned. 

“That’s right.” 

Jian Yuan nodded and said, “In foreign countries, when you look around, almost all you see are 

foreigners of all colours, even if you lose the occasional yellow skinned one, it’s also a KAI Peng or Kerry, 

and in my city, there aren’t many Chinese.” 

Li Ruonan asked, “Don’t you get on well with foreigners?” 

Jian Yuan shook his head and laughed, “It would be too easy to get on well then, except that as good as 

they are, there is no one with whom you can make friends, and the bottom line is that you will miss 

everything at home when you are outside, such as old friends and everything from before.” 

As he spoke, Jian Yuan’s gaze, then, fell on Li Ruonan’s face, “And a soulmate who can share a heart yes. 

A confidant.” 

Li Ruonan then blushed slightly, somewhat unnaturally, and said, “By the way, I know a place where the 

local dishes are particularly delicious, it’s already late, so we’d better go there as soon as possible, or 

there won’t even be any seats ……” 

Seeing that Li Ruonan changed the topic, Jian Yuan was not the least bit different, he smiled and 

nodded, saying, “Good, but I can only take your car today, it’s been a long time since I drove in China, 

I’m still a bit uncomfortable for a while.” 

Li Ruonan said, “What’s wrong with that, you don’t have to be polite.” 

At this moment, the young police officer who came over to call Li Ruo Nan, but looked a little surprised, 

he is the first time to see Li Ruo Nan like this. 



Although Li Ruonan was very kind to the police officers under him, he was also strict in his demands and 

seldom joked around. 

Now, it was rare to see Li Ruo Nan showing a more feminine side. 

“Captain Li’s boyfriend?” Suddenly, a voice rang out next to her, but it was a young policeman who 

didn’t know what was coming over and asked gossipingly. 

“I don’t know, but it looks like there’s probably something between the two of them.” 

“This guy is nice, he’s elegant, look at the clothes he’s wearing, they’re not cheap at first glance, I guess 

he’s a high roller.” 

“I haven’t heard Captain Li say she has a boyfriend before either, huh?” 

“Nonsense, does Captain Li have to tell you anything private?” 

“…… That’s true.” 

“I think we should stop guessing here, if you want to know, go ask Chief Ding, he is close to Captain Li, 

he must know.” 

“I’m not going to ask him, he’ll be scolded if he finds out.” 

“Then I’ll go, don’t ask me when the time comes ……” 

While the two young policemen were whispering, Li Ruonan’s car had already driven away from the city 

bureau compound. 

…… 

Meanwhile, inside a hotel in Jiangzhou, Kato was calling a meeting with his men. 

“Gentlemen, we are going to make contact with the Tengfei Group tomorrow, how are you all 

preparing?” Kato asked. 

“We’re ready.” 

“Have you gathered all the information you need?” Kato asked. 

“Yes, Kato-san.” A middle-aged man sitting at the head of Kato nodded, “All the information about the 

Tengfei Group, as well as the new chrome alloy, is here.” 

“Very good.” 

Kato nodded in satisfaction and said, “So, have all the details about the top management of the Tengfei 

Group been collected?” 

The middle-aged man nodded again and said, “Yes, all the information on all the senior executives, 

starting with Xiao Yuxuan, the president of the Kato Group, is here, including their preferences, their 

biographies, as well as their positions within the Tengfei Group, and the powers they hold, are all sorted 

out.” 

“Then ……” 



Kato stood up and said, “In that case, we will go and make initial contact with the Tengfei Group 

tomorrow. Gentlemen, in the past, we did not pay enough attention to the Tengfei Group because of 

some other factors, but it has been proven that we were mistaken in this view, so in the next period of 

time, we are going to adjust our focus.” 

Saying this, Kato paused before saying, “Next, our main goal is to get the process and technology for the 

new chrome alloy, and we have to do everything we can to complete the task, which was personally 

explained by His Excellency Terauchi!” 

Everyone’s spirits were lifted. 

“Go and get ready, all of you, and meet here first thing in the morning.” Kato said. 

“Yes!” 

Seeing that all his men had left, Kato’s face gradually turned gloomy, and he no longer had the firmness 

he had at the meeting. 

In fact, Kato was annoyed. 

Just a few months ago, he had disdainfully humiliated Ji Feng, and at that time, he could be said to be in 

high spirits and in high spirits. 

Because he had obtained the most advanced alloy technology for the group and for the Empire, which 

would enable the Empire to make great progress in the field of materials and industry. 

But who would have thought that after just a few months, his complacency would become a joke! 

And Ji Feng, whom he had originally humiliated, had become the one he had to do everything possible 

to work with, and there was an almost complete reversal of positions between the two sides! 

Now, he was going to take the initiative to meet this person whom he had once humiliated, to seek 

cooperation. 

Anyone in Kato’s place would certainly not be in a good mood. 

“Damn Chinese, what a pain in the ass!” Kato couldn’t help but curse when he thought of getting angry. 

But after cursing, he had to rack his brain to think about what he could do to repair the bad relationship 

with the Tengfei Group, especially the bad relationship with Ji Feng. 

Thinking about how he had humiliated Ji Feng in South Guangdong, and then thinking about the contact 

he would have to make with the Tengfei Group tomorrow, Kato couldn’t help but get a bit of a headache 

…… 

“How could the backward Chinese have developed such an advanced alloy!” Kato couldn’t help but grit 

his teeth, “I really hope this is just a nightmare!” 

All this time, Kato was still reluctant to believe what he had heard, and to be precise, it had been the 

truth. 

…… 



“What?” 

“Hishita Group?” 

Xiao Yuxuan held the phone and couldn’t help but be a little stunned, “Don’t the people of KAI Peng 

know how to greet in advance?” 

After a moment, she said, “Good! I know, check if there are any important receptions today, I’ll get back 

to you later.” 

Hanging up the phone, Xiao Yuxuan said, “Just now Han Zhong called and said that someone from the 

Lingxia Group had contacted the reception department and wanted to have a meeting with us.” 

Ji Feng was stunned at his words, “Lingxia Group?” 

Xiao Yuxuan nodded and said, “It’s the same Lingxia Group that cooperates with the Brilliant Group, Ji 

Feng, the boundary ponton people must be about the alloy, do you think we should rebuff them?” 

Ji Feng pondered for a moment and shook his head, “No! No need to say no! You see if there is anything 

important today, if not, promise them that you can talk about it, listen to their conditions first and see 

what medicine they are selling in their gourd!” 
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“Older brother, calling me over so early in the morning, what’s the arrangement?” In the morning, He 

Hongwei walked into Ji Feng’s house. Only at this moment, he still had more or less a tired look, after all, 

although he wasn’t hungover yesterday, he had also drunk a lot of wine. 

So He Hongwei was walking and rubbing his brow at the same time, obviously still not fully recovered 

from yesterday’s rotten drunkenness. 

Ji Feng laughed, “I was afraid that you would sleep too much when you were drunk and wouldn’t even 

know that you had wet the bed.” 

He Hongwei’s face instantly darkened: “……” 

“I haven’t wet the bed since I was three.” He Hongwei said. 

“Really?” Ji Feng asked. 

“……” 

He Hongwei then stopped talking, he felt that it was not a wise topic to discuss with Ji Feng how old he 

was when he started not wetting the bed, so he hummed and sat down on the sofa very casually, first 

greeted Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei, and nodded his head in greeting to the three women, Bai Zhu and 

Han Zhen Xiao Ying. 

Then he then said, “You kid woke me up so early in the morning, if you don’t have a valid reason, I won’t 

let you off today.” 

Ji Feng laughed, “Never mind, big deal, I’ll buy you another drink to make amends tonight.” 

He Hongwei laughed bitterly, “I didn’t make enough of a fool of myself yesterday, did I?” 



Ji Feng said, “That’s not called making a fool of yourself, it’s just that drinking is more enjoyable …… 

Well, to get back to the point, calling you this early is indeed something.” 

He Hongwei asked, “Oh? What is it?” 

He knew that Ji Feng calling him so early in the morning to come over would certainly not be that 

boring, much less really just to wake him up. 

Ji Feng must be up to something. 

As expected, he only heard Ji Feng say, “Yesterday, I saw that you were very interested in the new 

chrome alloy, so I intend to give you a gift today.” 

“A gift?” 

He Hongwei was more or less surprised, “What kind of gift?” 

Ji Feng smiled, “Technically speaking, it should be two gifts, one of which could have been given to you 

now, but I decided that it would be better to give you both of them together later.” 

He Hongwei laughed, “What kind of gift, and you’re making it so mysterious, when did you learn to do 

that?” 

Speaking of this He Hongwei suddenly had a movement in his heart and couldn’t help but ask: “Did you 

just say …… new chrome alloy?” 

Ji Feng nodded with a smile and said, “That’s right, one of the gifts is about the new chrome alloy, as for 

what the other gift is, let’s keep it a secret for now.” 

He Hongwei’s curiosity was aroused, he was now extraordinarily concerned about the new chrome alloy, 

because how strong the performance of this thing was, it was directly related to how much of an impact 

it could have on the Lingxia Group, and also how much of that bad breath in his heart could be taken 

out. 

But looking at Ji Feng’s appearance, He Hongwei wisely did not pursue the question, because he could 

see that even if he asked Ji Feng would not say, or wait until Ji Feng himself took the initiative to reveal 

it. 

When it comes to patience, Ji Feng has it and He Hongwei is not short of it either. 

Besides, it was a bit boring for two big men to talk about gifts, so they didn’t mention this aspect 

anymore and talked about other topics instead. 

“By the way, brother Hongwei, yesterday you said there was a man from the northeast, surnamed Han 

……” 

“Did I say that?” 

Ji Feng wanted to ask what the guy from the Northeast was all about, but as soon as he said it, he was 

interrupted by He Hongwei, who was denying it. 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “That’s right, you said that.” 



He Hongwei said, “Then maybe I was too drunk and couldn’t keep my mouth shut.” 

“Then ……” 

“I’ve forgotten all about yesterday, I only know that we had a good time drinking, I deny everything else 

I said!” He Hongwei said. 

“……” 

The first thing you need to do is to ask the person who is sober to tell you, otherwise he would have said 

what he needed to say when he was so excited at the table yesterday, why wait until today? 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re getting into. 

On the one hand, he was not being untrustworthy, and on the other hand, he could remind himself that 

he was drunk anyway! 

“Alright then.” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “I’ll check this out myself, but brother Hong Wei, I advise you to be prepared. 

…” 

He Hongwei said, “Don’t worry, I will definitely arrange a wine to make amends when the time comes!” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded his head, saying, “That’s good.” 

He Hongwei pondered for a moment and suddenly spoke up, saying, “Actually …… I’d like it if the one 

who lost wasn’t you!” 

Ji Feng then smiled and said, “We’ll see, it’s still too early to say victory or defeat.” 

The reason for this is that when we were drinking yesterday, He Hongwei’s words actually showed that 

he was unhappy with Han, but because he owed the other party a favor, he had no choice but to give 

him a hand. 

If He Hongwei really wanted that Han to win, I’m afraid he wouldn’t have revealed this information, let 

alone reminded Ji Feng. 

This was something that Ji Feng knew very well. 

So he didn’t dwell on this matter, but got up and said, “It’s almost time, let’s go.” 

He Hongwei was surprised and asked, “Where to?” 

Ji Feng said, “To take you to pick up your present!” 

He Hongwei then laughed, “There really is one? Then I’d like to see what kind of gift you can actually 

bring out …… I really didn’t expect that you kid would actually give me a gift!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “You’ll know when you get to the place …… Yu Xuan, let’s go.” 

A group of people then began to set off, accompanied by Tong Lei. Originally Tong Lei was planning to 

read a book at home, but today was the initiative to join Ji Feng, Ji Feng naturally agreed readily. 



…… 

“Tengfei Group?” 

Looking at the four big words above the building in front of him, He Hongwei couldn’t help but be 

stunned: “Ji Feng, what are you bringing me to the Tengfei Group for?” 

He Hongwei originally thought that Ji Feng was going to take him somewhere, but it turned out that 

their destination was actually the Tengfei Group, which made him a bit surprised, did the gift Ji Feng was 

going to give have anything to do with the Tengfei Group? 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Just don’t ask so many questions, just follow me.” 

He Hongwei nodded and laughed, “Okay then, I won’t ask anything today, I’ll go wherever you tell me to 

go, I don’t believe it, you can still sell me out!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but chuckle and said, “Brother Hongwei, please do.” 

Han Zhong and Zhao Kai had already greeted them at the entrance of the building, and between the 

men, they became much more familiar after a meal, so He Hongwei greeted them casually and then 

followed the two of them upstairs. 

The place the few went to was the small parlour located next to Han Zhong’s office, which was also the 

separate parlour for General Manager Han Zhong Han, and after the few people took their seats, Ji Feng 

said, “Han Zhong, bring out the stuff.” 

Han Zhong smiled and nodded his head, saying, “Okay! You guys wait, I’ll go get it right now!” 

When He Hongwei saw this manner of theirs, he became even more curious, thinking that Ji Feng still 

liked to play this mysterious and secretive game? 

But soon, when Han Zhong came over with an iron box that was about the size of two palms, He 

Hongwei didn’t think so anymore, because after Han Zhong opened the box, he saw that there was 

something placed inside. 

Something somewhat silvery white, but vaguely black, lay quietly in the iron box. 

“This is ……” He Hongwei was a bit puzzled, but soon he seemed to have thought of something and 

looked at Ji Feng with a somewhat excited face, “Older brother, what is this?” 

“This is that new chrome alloy!” Ji Feng said. 

“A new type of chrome alloy?!” 

Although He Hongwei had already guessed a few things in his mind, he was still a little surprised to hear 

Ji Feng admit it himself at this moment, “This is for me?” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded his head, saying, “Of course it is. Brother Hongwei, I know you are very 

concerned about the performance of this new chrome alloy, so I will give you a piece and you can bring 

it back to an expert for testing yourself, so the data you come up with should put your mind at ease, 

right?” 



He Hongwei could not resist nodding his head repeatedly long ago and said, “Good! Don’t worry!” 

Ji Feng smiled again and asked, “How about it, are you still satisfied with this gift?” 

“Of course! Of course I’m satisfied!” He Hongwei nodded heavily and said with sincerity, “Older brother, 

I’ll take note of this thought of yours!” 

“It’s just a small token, don’t mention it!” Ji Feng smiled and said. 

He Hongwei nodded and didn’t say anything more, but in his heart he had already made a note of it. 

Ji Feng had done a beautiful job, and it was also right for He Hongwei’s mood. 

In fact, although the Tengfei Group had released the detailed test data of the new chrome alloy, He 

Hongwei was still a bit unsure in his heart, after all, the data released by the Tengfei Group was too 

outrageous, and He Hongwei was afraid that this was Ji Feng’s way of creating momentum. 

After all, it is an indisputable fact that China is lagging behind in this kind of cutting-edge technology, 

and even as a Chinese, He Hongwei had to admit it. 

But now Ji Feng gave him a piece of the new chrome alloy and asked him to test it himself, which gave 

him a piece of mind. 

This is a great gift! 

Ji Feng’s heart was even more grateful to He Hongwei! 

“Since the first gift is still satisfactory to Brother Hongwei, then I’m going to give the second gift next!” Ji 

Feng smiled as he turned his head to look at Han Zhong and asked, “It’s almost time, right?” 

“It’s almost time!” Han Zhong looked at his watch and smiled, “It’s been hanging out for almost an 

hour.” 
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“Since the first gift, Brother Hong Wei, is still considered satisfactory, then, next, I’m going to give the 

second gift!” Ji Feng smiled as he turned his head to look at Han Zhong and asked, “It’s almost time, isn’t 

it?” 

“It’s almost time!” Han Zhong looked at his watch and smiled, “It’s been hanging out for almost an 

hour.” 

“Then you guys watch the arrangements.” Ji Feng said. 

Han Zhong asked, “Do you want to hang them out for a little longer?” 

As he spoke, Han Zhong was looking at Xiao Yuxuan, although Ji Feng was the boss behind this Tengfei 

Group, Xiao Yuxuan was the president, and Han Zhong, as the general manager, certainly could not just 

consult Ji Feng alone, but also needed Xiao Yuxuan’s nod. 

Seeing Han Zhong’s action, He Hongwei, who was somewhat puzzled next to him, could not help but 

secretly nod his head, secretly praising Han Zhong for his outstanding ability and also his ability to 



behave well, not only respecting Ji Feng, but also respecting Xiao Yuxuan enough, which not only 

ensured his position in the Tengfei Group, but also made it more convenient for him to do things. 

He Hongwei couldn’t help but feel that although Ji Feng hadn’t risen for long, he had a lot of capable 

people under his hands! No wonder he was able to rise so quickly! 

No one’s success is a fluke, and Ji Feng is no exception! 

“Ji Feng, I think it’s better to wait a bit longer.” Xiao Yuxuan said, “People are already here anyway, so 

there’s no rush for this.” 

“Right.” 

At this time, Tong Lei, who rarely spoke, suddenly spoke up, “Let’s wait a little longer. Mr. He won’t be in 

a hurry to leave either. I think it’s better to air out those people!” 

Ji Feng then looked at Tong Lei with some surprise and could not help but laugh, “Lei Lei, you ……” 

Tong Lei’s pretty face was slightly red, but she said, “When they humiliated you so much, of course I 

want to get it back now!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but bask, when did Rei Rei become so vindictive? 

You should know that normally, Lei Lei’s character was cool, and she was the one who did not like to 

fight with others the most, and had hardly ever had any conflicts with people in school. 

Only when she first entered the United University, the daughter of a local mob boss in Jiangzhou, who 

was jealous of Tong Lei’s looks, often took the opportunity to pick a fight, which Tong Lei simply ignored, 

and it was only when he inadvertently ran into her that he finally resolved the matter. 

  

In fact, Ji Feng does not know that Tong Lei has not changed, although she has a cold personality, but is 

not unearthly. 

If it was something that was spread out on her own, Tong Lei might not care, or just ignore it. But when 

Ji Feng was humiliated, Tong Lei would not be indifferent. 

The first thing I want to do is to see with my own eyes how the person who humiliated Ji Feng at the 

beginning is now bowing down and begging for Ji Feng. 

…… She was also holding her anger in her heart! 

In this regard, Tong Lei is the same as Xiao Yuxuan, they can be angry themselves, but they are definitely 

not willing to see Ji Feng suffer. In turn, the same was true for Ji Feng. 

However, this conversation between the few of them caused He Hongwei at the side to be thoroughly 

puzzled, “Who exactly are you talking about? Who has humiliated Ji Feng?” 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “You’ll know later.” 

He Hongwei then wondered a bit, humiliating Ji Feng and then now coming over to ask to see Ji Feng? 



Since he decided to air it out again, He Hongwei was in no hurry to ask, and a few people had nothing to 

do, so they chatted idly. 

Talking about the current situation and development of the Tengfei Group, He Hongwei said, “Actually, 

the foundation for the rapid development of the Tengfei Group is already in place, and in my opinion, 

the next few years will definitely be a golden period for the development of the Tengfei Group, 

especially, your talent pool is now quite solid, which is a guarantee for development.” 

Han Zhong shook his head and said, “There are still far from enough talents, although we have signed a 

counterpart training agreement with United University, there are still only two batches of students 

entering the Tengfei Group, but they all need time now, and most of the rest are recruited from outside, 

but they all still need to gel if they want to really integrate into the work of the group. ” 

He Hongwei laughed: “You still have less talent, huh? Ji Feng is clutching a large number of talents in his 

hands!” 

Han Zhong was just stunned and said, “Is that so? How come I didn’t know?” 

Xiao Yuxuan realized something and asked, “Mr. He is talking about those people poached from the 

Rongpeng Group?” 

Han Zhong said, “Those people have all become the backbone of the group, but they are almost used 

up, and I’m almost out of people in my hands next!” 

He Hongwei shook his head and said, “I’m not talking about those people. Ji Feng, now Rong Peng is in 

Jiangzhou, right? If I remember correctly, he brought a large number of Rongpeng Group’s old 

employees with him, and I heard that they are all still being kept by him, haven’t you considered 

resources in this area?” 

Ji Feng laughed: “It’s not good, is it? These people are Rong Peng’s last base, he’s still counting on them 

to rise again.” 

He Hongwei said, “But now Rong Peng doesn’t seem to have set foot in any industry, right? Only his 

daughter Rong Suyan has opened a venture capital company, but with so many talents in his hands, a 

venture capital company is surely inexhaustible, you might want to think about it.” 

Ji Feng said, “Let’s talk about it.” 

He Hongwei then smiled and didn’t say anything else, there were some things that were not very good 

to say here. 

In fact, in He Hongwei’s opinion, since Ji Feng had already pulled Rong Peng’s father and daughter out of 

the Wu family’s camp, it was too bad to leave it there and not use it. 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. 

The fact is, in the eyes of the majority of people, Rong Suyan is already Ji Feng’s woman, so Rong Peng is 

also Ji Feng’s old father-in-law, so isn’t it logical for his son-in-law to use his old father-in-law’s 

resources? 



But this is not something that He Hongwei can say here, otherwise, not to mention that Ji Feng will 

definitely kick him out, just Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei, I am afraid that they will not give him any good 

looks. 

The fact that he could see that when he mentioned Rong Peng, there was no surprise on Ji Feng’s face, 

obviously this guy had thought of this a long time ago, but just didn’t say so. 

What does this mean? 

I’m afraid this guy, Ji Feng, has a ghost in his heart! 

He Hongwei couldn’t help but smile wickedly, this guy Ji Feng is good at everything, strong in ability, 

ruthless in wrist, his brain is even enough to use, even digging up walls is a first-class expert. 

However, if you point it out yourself, I wonder if Ji Feng’s backyard will start a fire? 

He Hongwei really wanted to see what that scene was, and wondered how Ji Feng would handle it then 

…… Of course, this thought was only a flash in He Hongwei’s mind, and immediately he dismissed this 

somewhat damaging idea. 

This thing can’t be done ah! 

Otherwise Ji Feng definitely can’t spare him! 

…… 

Meanwhile, in the reception room, several people in suits were sitting on the sofa waiting. 

These people were all dressed in suits, and although the sofas they were sitting on were all leather and 

the tea they were drinking was the best tea bought by the purchasing staff of the Tengfei Group, the 

faces of several people were still vaguely anxious and even appeared impatient. 

“May I ask this lady, when will your manager and president come?” A man couldn’t help but ask. 

“I’m not too sure of the exact time, we’ve already called for instructions, President Xiao is on his way to 

the company and should be arriving soon.” A female employee in charge of reception replied, “General 

Manager Han has already arrived, he’s just rather busy, he had to finish some rather urgent matters 

before he could come to receive you all, I’m really sorry.” 

Several people’s faces just couldn’t help but look dark, Han Zhong had already arrived, but didn’t come 

to see them? 

Rather urgent matters …… What matters are more urgent?! 

Were they that insignificant? 

“This lady, can you please rush your General Manager Xiao again?” The man said, “We are here to talk 

to your company about a very important piece of business, and I think that your company does not want 

to miss this business ……” 

“Please wait a moment.” The female receptionist nodded and walked out. 



Once outside, she couldn’t help but grimace and say, “You really think you’re so important, don’t you? If 

you really thought you were so important, Mr. Han would have come early in the morning, but why 

don’t I see you?” 

The female receptionist didn’t like these people, the Kepong people were just too old fashioned and 

arrogant, it was a hot day, yet these Kepong people were still wearing suits, they also repeatedly asked 

to turn down the air conditioning temperature, it was set to 20 degrees and still too hot …… wearing 

jackets on a hot day, can’t they be hot! 

“Mr. Kato, we’ve been waiting for two hours!” In the reception room, a Kepong man couldn’t help but 

say in Kepong language, “The people of the Tengfei Group are too much, so far we’ve only seen the 

reception, not even a middle level executive, they’re too rude!” 

These few KAI Peng people were no other than the executives of the Jiangzhou branch of the Ringshita 

Group, as well as the general manager of the Ringshita Group’s China region, Kato. 

At this moment, Kato’s face was also very unpleasant, and if there was anyone present who was in the 

worst mood, it was definitely him! 

Because the others did not have any problems with the Tengfei Group, but he had personally insulted Ji 

Feng and belittled the Tengfei Group, but now he was coming to meet with the senior management of 

the Tengfei Group on his own initiative. 

This huge contrast really made Kato not want to stay here for a second, but he could not help it. 

Tengfei’s new chrome alloy was so good that it was vital to the group, the empire and even the 

organisation, so he had to come even if the Tengfei people were rude! 

But the treatment he received was just a bit too bad, too infuriating! 

Especially the general manager of the Tengfei Group, who was already here, but just didn’t see them 

and actually ran off to deal with other matters. 

Kato knew that it was the Tengfei Group’s people who were taking revenge on him! 

But he could only take it! 

No matter how irritated he was, no matter how angry he was, there was nothing he could do about it, 

for the Tengfei Group had taken the initiative! 
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At this moment, Kato, however, was not half sorry for his previous arrogance, but only annoyed at the 

Tengfei Group’s neglect of him. 

“Baka!” 

One of the Kepong men got a little anxious and couldn’t help but mutter, “Tengfei’s people are going 

too far, Mr. Kato, I think we should just leave and let Tengfei’s people know how serious a mistake it is 

to snub us!” 



But Kato’s face darkened and he said, “Shut up! Yoshino, keep your mouth shut, today’s meeting is very 

important to the group, and if you mess it up because of you, you can hand in your resignation when 

you get back!” 

The man froze, and seeing the look on Kato’s face, he couldn’t help but feel a little resentful. 

It was only then that the others realised that the Hishita Group, of which they had once been so proud, 

was not much of a deterrent to the Tengfei Group at the moment, and that it was the Tengfei Group, 

not them, that was taking the initiative now! 

This made several Kepong people a little uncomfortable. As executives of the Jiangzhou branch of the 

Lingxia Group, they usually held their chests straight and heads held high even when meeting some of 

the leaders of China, and those officials had to smile with them, but here, they could actually even speak 

casually. 

This feeling of being stifled is really unpleasant! 

Damn Chinese people! 

Several Kepong people couldn’t help but curse in their hearts, how dare they treat them like this! 

“General Xiao, General Han, the Kepong people are pressing again.” 

Inside Han Zhong’s parlour, Ji Feng and the others chatted idly, unaware that half an hour had passed, 

until a female employee came to report and everyone remembered the passage of time. 

“It should be almost done.” Ji Feng looked at his watch and said. 

“Invite the guests to the grand parlour.” Xiao Yuxuan nodded and explained to the clerk. 

“Yes, Chief Xiao.” 

Ji Feng stood up and said, “Brother Hongwei, let’s go, the second gift is here.” 

With his belly full of doubts, He Hongwei followed Ji Feng and the others to the large parlour, and as 

soon as he entered, He Hongwei could not help but be stunned, “Kato?!” 

Only to see that in the parlour, there were already several people sitting there waiting, and one of them, 

surprisingly, was Kato! 

This man was so familiar to He Hongwei that even if he turned into dust, He Hongwei would be able to 

recognise him at a glance. 

It was because it was this man who, with a very contemptuous tone and an incomparably arrogant 

attitude, had humiliated him and Ji Feng in Southern Guangdong, and at the same time, had also 

commented on the Chinese people with incomparable contempt. 

How could He Hongwei not remember him? 

However, He Hongwei did not expect that he would actually meet Kato here! 

How could Kato be here when he didn’t even think of the Tengfei Group before? Was he here to show 

off his power? 



He Hongwei’s face sank for a moment, but he quickly returned to normal. Although he was extremely 

displeased with Kato in his heart, his good cultivation still allowed him not to show this disgust on his 

face, but he definitely did not smile at these few Kepong people either. 

To be able to not give them a cold face was already a good treatment! 

At this moment, Kato, upon seeing Ji Feng and He Hongwei, could not help but be stunned for a 

moment, and his face was more or less unnatural. He obviously did not expect to see Ji Feng and He 

Hongwei here either, he had come to see Xiao Yuxuan and Han Zhong. 

Although Kato had honed his thick face and black heart in the workplace, he was still a little 

embarrassed to see Ji Feng and He Hongwei, whom he had once humiliated, in this situation. 

Because this time, he came to seek cooperation with the Tengfei Group, and to put it bluntly, he actually 

came to beg the Tengfei Group. 

Although in Kato’s view, he was now only here to make a deal with the Tengfei Group, he actually knew 

in his heart that the two sides were now on completely unequal footing, with the Tengfei Group 

completely taking the initiative. 

Besides, the Tengfei Group may not necessarily have to cooperate with the Lingxia Group, even if the 

Lingxia Group is as powerful as it is! 

“Mr. Xiao, Mr. Han, how are you?” Kato stood up and gave a slight bow. 

“Good day to you all!” 

The few KAI Peng people who were following Kato also stood up, and like Kato, bowed to Xiao Yuxuan’s 

few people. 

Xiao Yuxuan’s face remained unchanged, her cicada lightly nodded as a greeting and said, “Greetings. 

Welcome to my company to discuss business, please forgive me for my poor hospitality!” 

Han Zhong also nodded slightly as a greeting. 

They were not people who hadn’t seen the world, and they all knew that these brats were bowing at 

every turn and acting very polite, but in reality they might not be thinking that way in their hearts. 

The reason is that for the KAI Peng people, bowing is actually just a customary courtesy for them, just 

like the handshake between Chinese people, which is actually just a commonplace for them. If you really 

think that they are so polite and have such respect for you in their hearts, then you are waiting to be 

fooled, and I am afraid that in the end, you will still be counting money for the brats after being sold. 

In fact, many Chinese people have now learnt this, unlike in the past, after many years of isolation, when 

they first came into contact with the kiddies, many Chinese people were carried away by their 

redundant courtesies, and ended up eating big losses instead. 

Some officials, in particular, were particularly polite when the country opened up to foreign investment 

and bowed at every turn, and as a result, some officials could not help but feel their bones were lighter 

and their whole bodies were even more flamboyant. 



Imagine, even these foreign friends, these foreign guests are so polite to themselves, this official is the 

only way to have a good time! 

So, under such circumstances, many officials gave these brats an unknown number of preferential 

policies with the stroke of a pen, and some of them were even out of line with the regulations. 

Especially for some enterprises in Kepong, the officials did not even look at what type of enterprises 

these were actually, and simply nodded their heads in agreement. 

In fact, many of these enterprises came to seize the Chinese market, or, some of them came to China 

because their own pollution was too serious and they were not allowed to start work in Kepong, but the 

local Chinese officials did not care about this, the point is that these brats were polite, and he was able 

to get enough benefits for himself and have enough political achievements. 

Wouldn’t that be enough? 

So during that period, the Chinese really didn’t know how many losses they had suffered in front of 

these little brats. 

Later on, even very well-known experts and scholars claimed that during the war period, Kepong’s army 

had brought heavy suffering to China, while in the present time of peace, Kepong has brought a great 

impact on China economically, and the impact of this impact on China may last for a long, long time. 

The words of the experts at the time proved to be correct. 

With the arrival of a series of Kepong enterprises with serious polluting emissions, the environment of 

China was greatly damaged and some of the resources of China were encompassed by those Kepong 

enterprises in a kind of horse-racing manner. 

However, some officials at the time were promoted to high positions because of their success in 

introducing foreign investment. 

However, with the rapid development of China’s economy, many Chinese people do not have the fear of 

foreigners when they see them, especially some of the elite Chinese people, who do not regard the 

Kepong people as superior. 

They are just two shoulders carrying one head, nothing out of the ordinary. 

Their kind of bowing at every turn is not to say that they have much respect for China and its people in 

their hearts, it is just a kind of etiquette for them, which can be completely understood as a nod of 

greeting or a handshake, that’s all. 

Seeing Xiao Yuxuan and Han Zhong’s cold response, Kato could not help but have his face darkened, a 

flash of anger flashed from his eyes, but it was only a flash, and in the blink of an eye, Kato’s complexion 

returned to normal. 

“Please sit down.” Xiao Yuxuan gestured, and then opened the door and said, “Mr. Kato, I don’t know if 

your group is in such a hurry to try to make contact with us, may I ask if there is something you need our 

help with?” 

“……” 



As soon as Kato heard this, he couldn’t help but choke. 

What do you mean by making contact in such a hurry and wanting to ask the Tengfei Group for help? 

This woman was beautiful and moving, but her words were so sarcastic, this instantly elevated the 

status of the Tengfei Group, and the Lingxia Group became the party asking for people instead …… Kato 

couldn’t help but bellyache in his heart, but his face couldn’t show it. 

Kato said, “Mr. Xiao, it is like this, we have always wanted to develop as much as possible in China and 

make a due contribution to the economic development of China as much as possible, so we are always 

watching some news trends of the business sector in China.” 

Xiao Yuxuan smiled and said, “Mr. Kato has a heart, if the leaders of the city know about Mr. Kato’s 

heart, they might award Mr. Kato the title of honorary citizen!” 

“……” 

Kato said in his heart, “Hell no, I don’t care about your honorary citizenship! 

He knew that Xiao Yuxuan was just being sarcastic when she said that, but he said as if he didn’t 

understand at all, “Mr. Xiao, we noticed that your group has announced the research and development 

results of a new alloy material to the public, so we would like to cooperate with your group on this 

result, I wonder what Mr. Xiao thinks?” 

Xiao Yuxuan said, “Oh? Lingxia Group wants to cooperate with us? Is that true?” 

Kato nodded and said, “Of course it’s true!” 

Xiao Yuxuan said, “But, why do I feel that Mr. Kato is teasing us?” 

Kato was slightly stunned, “Huh?” 

Han Zhong interjected from the side, “Our Mr. Xiao’s words are not difficult to understand, to put it 

plainly, we think you are deliberately playing with us by doing this! You’re making fun of us!” 

“No! That’s absolutely not true!” Kato immediately shook his head and busily said, “Mr. Xiao, Mr. Han, I 

think you have misunderstood, that’s not what we meant, how could you think that!” 
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“No! It’s definitely not like that!” Kato immediately shook his head and busily said, “Mr. Xiao, Mr. Han, I 

think you have misunderstood, that’s not what we meant, why would you think that!” 

“Because, Mr. Kato doesn’t actually need to work with us to be right!” Han Zhong said. 

Looking at the somewhat stunned Kato, he smiled slightly, “If I remember correctly, just a few months 

ago, Mr. Kato managed to purchase an extremely advanced alloy from China, and, I heard that Mr. Kato 

once reduced our Tengfei Group to nothing, it was not in Mr. Kato’s eyes at all, how come now… …” 

Han Zhong heatedly laughed: “Instead, Mr. Kato is coming to cooperate with our Tengfei Group? Isn’t 

that playing a trick on us? Or do you think that we, the Tengfei Group, are really that easy to bully?” 

Swish! 



Kato’s face turned red with a swish! 

Even though Kato’s face had been sharpened to a thick skin, and he had prepared himself mentally 

before coming here, knowing that he would definitely not be treated too well after coming to the 

Tengfei Group, he could not help but turn red with embarrassment when he heard such mocking words 

from Han Zhong at this moment. 

Han Zhong’s sarcasm, which was not disguised at all, was simply too direct and fiery! 

This made Kato simply not know where to put his old face! 

However, in addition to his shame and anger, what was more in Kato’s heart was not remorse, but 

secret anger and irritation. 

He hated Han Zhong for speaking in such an unforgiving manner, for not giving him any face, for being 

so sarcastic, for making him lose face in front of so many people, some of whom were even his 

subordinates! 

At the same time, Kato hated Xiao Yuxuan, a woman with a heart of a snake, who sarcastically made him 

almost ashamed of himself by singing the same tune as Han Zhong. 

These people, they are all villains! 

Kato couldn’t help but curse in his heart that backward China could actually produce such advanced 

alloys, leaving the Empire in the dust in this field, if it wasn’t for this, why would he have to beg the 

Tengfei Group in turn? Why would he have been humiliated? 

Kato’s face turned red and he could not stand up for a moment. 

In fact, with his face, he wouldn’t have taken such sarcasm too seriously, but now was different because, 

Ji Feng and He Hongwei were both there! 

In front of these two people whom he had once severely humiliated, he turned around and begged the 

other party, and was even humiliated in such a way, this huge sense of disparity really made Kato a bit 

unbearable! 

This made Kato extremely sad and angry! He was so ashamed and indignant! 

When he saw Kato’s face of shame and anger, a feeling of relief came out of his chest, and the 

grievances he had suffered before disappeared without a trace. 

At this moment, He Hongwei was like drinking a bowl of ice water on a hot day, the feeling of relief 

emanating from the pores of his body was too wonderful! 

Thirty years in the east, thirty years in the west! 

Who would have thought that just a few months later, the situation between the two sides would be 

completely reversed? 

Now that they had taken the initiative, Kato was asking for them instead! 



Even though He Hongwei was not a vindictive person, he felt a sense of relief after he had humiliated his 

opponent. 

Swish! 

He Hongwei turned his head to look at Ji Feng, he now finally understood what the second gift Ji Feng 

said was, and also understood why Ji Feng said that this second gift would be kept secret first, and that 

he would wait until he arrived. 

As expected, this kind of gift is really a surprise to He Hongwei than anything else! 

It was a surprise that could not be bought with money! 

Ji Feng really has a heart! 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Brother Hongwei, this second gift, are you still satisfied?” 

What else could He Hongwei say? He could only give Ji Feng a thumbs up and nod heavily, saying, “Old 

brother, I’ve taken note of your two gifts today, so I won’t say any more nonsense, I’ll take it to heart!” 

In fact, He Hongwei was not originally a person who was too good at expressing his feelings, with 

enough cultivation, although he looked graceful, but in reality, he still had slightly conservative habits in 

terms of style and acting style, making him not too good at expressing himself. 

However, what Ji Feng had done today, He Hongwei had seen in his eyes, and it had touched him. 

For a man, there was no better gift than one that would make him raise his eyebrows, and now, what Ji 

Feng was giving was the kind of gift that no amount of money could buy! 

He Hongwei was grateful! 

Kato, however, didn’t have time to pay attention to Ji Feng’s conversation with He Hongwei …… He 

didn’t know what they were talking about either. 

At this moment, Kato, who was just red-faced, took a few deep breaths before he sort of calmed down 

and said, “Mr. Xiao, Mr. Han, don’t you think it’s a bit excessive to treat your guests like this?” 

General Manager Han couldn’t help but chuckle at once and said, “Mr. Kato, I was just joking with you 

just now, don’t mind too much.” 

Only then did Kato breathe a slow sigh of relief, and his face eased slightly. 

However, before he could say anything, he heard Han Zhong say again, “However, my question just now 

is true, Mr. Kato, now that your group already has the most advanced alloy in China, why do you still 

want to come to us for cooperation?” 

Bringing up this topic again, the corners of Kato’s eyes couldn’t help but jump wildly a few times. 

However, Kato still pretended to be indifferent and said, “Mr. Han is joking, the alloy technology we 

have is just to promote the development of my company, but to say that the title of the most advanced 

alloy in China is not worthy of the title, only your company’s latest chrome alloy can be worthy of this 

title!” 



“Heh!” 

Han Zhong smiled faintly and said, “Mr. Kato has given a really high evaluation!” 

Kato couldn’t help but curse in his heart, how this Tengfei Group’s people seemed to have sarcasm in 

every sentence, damn Chinese people, really have no education at all! 

But Kato was not thinking, thought his contempt for the Chinese, where did he show any semblance of 

upbringing for the humiliation Ji Feng and He Hongwei had once inflicted? 

“Mr. Han, Mr. Xiao, I don’t know what I just proposed ……” 

Kato didn’t want to dwell on other issues, every word he said here felt like an insult to himself, which 

made him ashamed and angry, so he hurriedly changed the topic to alloys and cooperation. 

Han Zhong asked, “Business cooperation, is it?” 

Kato immediately nodded his head and said, “Yes. I wonder what Han Zhong is thinking about?” 

Han Zhong smiled and said, “Then how does Mr. Kato want to cooperate? Any specific ideas, or 

proposals?” 

“Of course!” 

Kato nodded, but his gaze flicked from He Hongwei and Ji Feng’s bodies, slightly hesitant, obviously, he 

felt that it seemed a bit inconvenient to talk about it in the presence of Ji Feng and the two of them. 

Han Zhong, however, said, “Oh, by the way …… these two Mr. Kato may not be acquainted, right? Let 

me introduce you to ……” 

Kato: “……” 

His face was a little dark. How could he not know these two people? 

For Han Zhong to say that was a blatant slap in his face, and it was such a loud slap, slapping him left and 

right, one after another in a vicious manner! 

This made Kato furious to the point of shame, when had the Chinese ever dared to treat him like that? 

“Mr. Han, don’t bother, I know both of these two!” Kato’s face squeezed out a smile that was worse 

than crying, and nodded slightly towards Ji Feng and He Hongwei as a greeting, “Gentlemen, we meet 

again, it’s good to see you!” 

“……” 

The people in the room almost didn’t even laugh. 

They really couldn’t see where Kato was half happy at the moment, they really didn’t know what he had 

to be happy about seeing Ji Feng and He Hongwei …… Just by looking at the expression on his face, they 

also knew that the words were really too fake. 

I really don’t know how much courage Kato had to muster to say this out loud! 



The actual fact that you can make it difficult for Kato to say this kind of false courtesy that even a blind 

man can see at a glance, Han Zhong and Xiao Yuxuan are finally slightly out of a bad breath. 

The beautiful face of Tong Lei, who had been indifferent since she came in, could not help but reveal a 

smile at this moment, and her heart was also very relieved. 

I’m afraid that Kato, who greeted Ji Feng against his will, didn’t know how much grief and anger he had 

in his heart! 

The current situation is that he doesn’t have the idea of beating the dog in the water, even though he is 

the one taking the initiative, but Kato is not at a complete disadvantage. 

However, Ji Feng had obviously underestimated the thickness of Kato’s skin, and even so, he still had no 

intention of leaving. 

It was He Hongwei who smiled: “I thought who is it, it’s Mr. Kato, well, I’m glad to see you here too.” 

Kato: “……” 

Several people couldn’t help but laugh secretly, He Hongwei’s words were just too bad. 

Kato said it was good to see them, that was just a hypocritical courtesy, however, He Hongwei’s words 

were undoubtedly a naked slap in the face, moreover, the slap was still unforgiving, directly rubbing salt 

into Kato’s wounds. 

“All right, back to the point.” Ji Feng casually sat down on a chair and asked, “Mr. Kato, you said you 

want to cooperate with the Tengfei Group, I wonder how it is? There are no outsiders here, so you can 

say as much as you like, and there is absolutely no need to worry about the news leaking out.” 

Kato hesitated for a moment before saying, “We want to exchange our mechanical manufacturing 

technology for your group’s latest chrome alloy technology, which should be a win-win situation for 

both of us. 
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Han Zhong immediately asked, “What mechanical manufacturing process?” 

The field of mechanical manufacturing was actually divided into many categories, each with a different 

process, and in this regard, the KAI Peng people did have a technological advantage and were top in 

some fields worldwide. 

So once he heard that Kato wanted to exchange the mechanical manufacturing process for the alloy 

technology, Han Zhong couldn’t help but attach great importance to it. 

Ji Feng and He Hongwei also had their attention drawn to Kato, and they focused their gazes on him. 

“What type of machinery manufacturing process, Mr. Kato, please speak more carefully.” Han Zhong 

said. 

“For this cooperation, we are very sincere.” Kato said, “Therefore, we are prepared to exchange some 

machinery and equipment processes in the heavy industry field, which is the weakest in China, for your 

group’s alloy technology ……” 



“The heavy industry sector?” Han Zhong repeated. 

“That’s right.” 

Kato said, “All of you are elites in the business world, you must all know very well that industry is the 

foundation of a strong country, without industry, the economy and finance will only be pavilions in the 

air, so I won’t repeat the importance of industry.” 

Han Zhong nodded slightly, indeed, there was no need to repeat the importance of industry, but anyone 

with a little bit of knowledge would know how important industry was to a country. 

However, Han Zhong did not know much about industry. He knew the difference between light industry 

and heavy industry, but he was not too sure about what was most important in heavy industry, and how 

valuable the machinery and equipment manufacturing process in heavy industry was. 

Because they had not been in contact with this industry before, they did not know much about it. 

It didn’t matter that he didn’t understand, as long as someone else in the room did, but he couldn’t let 

Kato see it, otherwise the old devil would definitely laugh at them in his heart. 

What’s more, if Kato knew that they didn’t understand, then he would certainly exaggerate the value of 

their technology, and if they really had to make an exchange in the future, the Tengfei Group might 

suffer a loss. 

However, Xiao Yuxuan is also not too knowledgeable and does not know much about it, so Xiao Yuxuan 

will not open her mouth easily. 

As a leader, it doesn’t matter if you don’t know, but don’t talk nonsense if you don’t know, it’s not a 

good habit. 

“You all can think about it, we are very sincere.” 

Kato saw that Han Zhong several people did not speak, and did not have much reaction, thought they 

were not quite satisfied with this condition, so he said: “I believe our sincerity, you can all see it, if your 

side has any demands, you can also put forward, we can conduct formal negotiations!” 

Ji Feng, however, just smiled and didn’t make any comments, but in his heart, he completely rejected 

Kato’s proposal. 

This Kato was too sinister! 

He wanted to negotiate with the Tengfei Group now, he was trying to make the first move! 

Ji Feng sneered in his heart, how could he possibly go and help the KAI Peng people build up 

momentum? 

Even if it was possible to cooperate with the Hishita Group in the future, that would be a matter for the 

future, but he would not negotiate now, at least not now. 

Moreover, Ji Feng had no intention of cooperating with the Kepong people. Now that the Tengfei Group 

had the absolute initiative, even without the Kepong people, he could still develop the Tengfei Group’s 

industry. 



Ji Feng would not do something that stupid! 

At this moment, he heard Kato say, “Mr. Xiao, Mr. Han, this is the list of machinery and equipment that 

our Lingxia Group is going to use for the exchange, please take a look at it, and I hope we can have a 

successful cooperation.” 

As he spoke, a KAI Peng man next to Kato took out a folder and handed it over. 

Han Zhong took it with some suspicion and flipped through it casually, finding that it was indeed full of 

equipment, including drilling machines, excavators and some other machinery and equipment, which 

were also considered a kind of heavy industry, construction machinery. 

But the list in this folder does not just include construction machinery, there are some equipment Han 

Zhong has only heard of, but has not seen with his own eyes, and does not know what the specific role is 

…… 

“We’ll think about it.” Han Zhong closed the folder after scanning it, he was not an insider, so naturally 

he would not pretend not to understand. 

“Then we’ll wait for your side’s reply, and wish us a happy cooperation.” Kato stood up and wanted to 

shake hands with Han Zhong, the purpose of his visit today had been achieved, so Kato wanted to leave 

in a hurry. 

To be honest, if he could, he really didn’t want to stay here for a second longer! 

However, at this moment, He Hongwei, who had not said anything, could not help but sneer and said, 

“Kato, you are really good at calculating, using some big-ticket goods and calling them heavy industrial 

equipment manufacturing techniques, you want to exchange for the most advanced alloy technology in 

China, you take all Chinese people as fools, right?” 

Han Zhong and others are just stunned, Kato is also slightly stunned, said: “Mr. He, I do not understand 

what you mean by that, we take out all the most advanced industrial equipment of the despised side, 

and we are confident that in these fields China still has to develop ……” 

“You don’t need to play sloppy with me!” He Hongwei said, “General Manager Han and General 

Manager Xiao they don’t say anything, that is because they want to save your face and don’t want to 

tear you down to your face, but I can’t see past that! What you are doing is simply fraudulent!” 

“Mr. He, you have to be responsible for what you say!” Kato couldn’t help but blush at his words, He 

Hongwei’s words were a little too serious. 

“Of course I’ll be responsible!” 

He Hongwei said, “I’ve never done anything I couldn’t take responsibility for! Kato, do you dare to say 

that what you have produced is the most advanced equipment in your Kepong?” 

Kato said, “Of course! Mr. He, the people of the Tengfei Group are not fools, they have enough ability to 

distinguish, we sincerely want to cooperate with them, how could we possibly bring out something of 

inferior quality? What’s more, we at KAI Peng never produce inferior things!” 



“Humph! Even if it is, the equipment you take out is equipment that is not very different from China’s 

craftsmanship …… Take this excavator, the excavator produced by your KAI Peng is indeed better in 

performance than the one produced in China, I won’t deny that!” 

He Hongwei pointed to the folder in Han Zhong’s hand, he also glanced at it next to him when Han 

Zhong was flipping through it just now, “However, our excavators made in China are not too far behind, 

even if there is a certain technological gap in between, it is not so big that it can be exchanged for the 

most advanced alloy process in China!” 

Kato was busy saying, “But the excavator is not the only piece of equipment we have come up with!” 

“So what?” 

He Hongwei sneered, “Forgot what I just said? Almost all of what you’ve come up with is just big-ticket 

items, and China can produce almost every kind of equipment itself. Although it’s true that there’s still a 

gap in technology compared to yours, even if you add it all up, how can the value of that gap be 

compared to the value of the new chrome alloy?” 

He Hongwei stared at Kato and said, “Are you not exchanging bread for gold? Who do you take for a 

fool?” 

Kato said at once, “Mr. He, you are going too far! This is an insult to us! You say that the gap between 

China and Kepong in these fields is not large, but do you know that just a small gap may take five, ten or 

even more years to digest and progress?” 

“That’s right!” 

Another Kepong man also said, “A mechanical device contains more than just a technology, if China can 

eat up all the technology on these devices, at least China’s industrial level can all be improved to a 

certain extent, which is enough to offset the value of that new alloy!” 

“Joke!” 

He Hongwei couldn’t help but sneer and said, “According to your words, this is still a profit for us 

instead? I’m telling you, it’s useless to talk a lot now, you’re underestimating people if you want to trade 

such a small amount of stuff for the new chrome alloy technology!” 

Kato said, “Then what do you think, what should be exchanged?” 

He Hongwei said, “What you have, only you know, how can I know? However, just these alone that is 

obviously not enough, at least come up with something decent, for example I heard that you have newly 

developed a high precision machine tool ……” 

“That’s not possible!” 

Before He Hongwei could finish his sentence, he was interrupted by a Kepong man who lost his voice: 

“That kind of machine tool is still only in the theoretical development stage ……” 

“Bugger!” 



Kato immediately cursed, and the Kepong man immediately realised that he had lost his tongue and 

shut up in a hurry. 

He Hongwei, however, laughed, “No! It’s not in the research and development stage, it’s already been 

made in the flesh, and believe me, I have solid and reliable information, you can’t hide it from me! If you 

add that machine tool, and the range of technology that goes with it, perhaps we will consider an 

exchange with you ……” 

“Mr. Ho, that’s too much to ask!” 

Kato shook his head and said very seriously, “That machine tool is currently the most advanced machine 

tool in Kepong, it has not even started to become popular in Kepong, it is absolutely impossible to use it 

for exchange, even if I agree, the headquarters will not agree, and the Kepong government will not 

agree either!” 

“Humph!” 

Just now, when he heard the conversation between He Hongwei and Kato, he knew what was going on, 

and he had a stomach full of anger. 

Kato said, “Of course not.” 

Han Zhong said, “Since you think it is important, what do you think you should take out to match the 

value of this new chrome alloy? Is what you’re taking now, enough?” 

“…… We can still talk about it!” Kato said, as he spoke, his eyes flicked over He Hongwei’s body, with 

some secret hatred in his heart, this damned Chinese kid, he came out halfway to cause havoc! 

“If you want to talk, you have to show your sincerity!” Ji Feng said indifferently, “Kato, I am here to tell 

you solemnly, don’t treat the Chinese people as fools, the Chinese people are not as foolish as you 

think!” 
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Kato’s face turned blue and red at Ji Feng’s words, and he could be described as embarrassed to the 

extreme, and resentful to the extreme in his heart. 

But he had no rebuttal, whether it was He Hongwei’s ‘nitpicking’ or Ji Feng’s warning, Kato could not 

find a good reason to refute it because what they said was the truth. 

It was true that Kato did not intend to come up with anything too good to exchange with the Tengfei 

Group, because the machinery and equipment he had come up with were all above the level of their 

Chinese counterparts in terms of technology, and the difference was not small. 

Kato even prepared many kinds of machinery and equipment on purpose! 

According to the past experience of dealing with the Chinese, the technology contained in so many kinds 

of machinery and equipment will definitely make the Chinese people ecstatic, as to say whether the 

technical content of so many things together can compare to the latest type of alloy of the Tengfei 

Group …… Chinese people are that knowledgeable about technology? 



But it did not occur to him that Kato had only just brought out the list before He Hongwei poked his little 

trick without mercy. 

Immediately afterwards, it enraged Ji Feng again. 

“How much do you guys think this latest alloy is really worth, and how much do you come up with in 

exchange for it!” Ji Feng said, “This is the only way to have a basis for negotiation, what is this behaviour 

like yours today that is not fraud? Kato, is this the style of your KAI Peng people?” 

“Mr. Ji, please don’t misunderstand ……,” Kato explained in a panic. 

“It doesn’t matter if I misunderstood or not!” 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “The key issue is that you better not be smart, or else, beware of being 

smart and being mistaken!” 

Kato then couldn’t help but choke. 

“Alright, that’s it for today.” Ji Feng stood up, this kind of performance from Kato was obviously very 

lacking in sincerity, and now don’t expect them to come up with anything that would move their hearts, 

so Ji Feng had no intention to continue wasting time on this issue. 

The others also stood up, and since the talk was not going to go on, there was naturally no need for 

them to stay here, and Han Zhong had even started to arrange for the send-off. 

Kato was immediately a little anxious, and he busily said, “Mr. Xiao, Mr. Han ……” 

“Kato!” 

Han Zhong’s face was cold: “You’re playing this game with me, I’m already giving you face by not kicking 

you out immediately, you’d better not continue to pester, that will only make me look at you KAI Peng 

people more disparagingly!” 

Kato’s face suddenly looked ugly, as if he had eaten a fly, unable to spit it out and swallow it. 

“That’s it.” Ji Feng smiled and led the way out. 

“Heh!” 

He Hongwei couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh, this Kato, still treating the Chinese people as if 

they were in a time when they hadn’t seen the world more than a decade or even decades ago, this is 

lifting a stone to smash his own feet! 

Soon, only the ugly looking Kato was left in the parlour, along with a few other Kepong people and the 

two female receptionists from the Tengfei Group. 

“Mr Kato, what should we do?” Several Kepong people were dumbfounded, they didn’t expect the 

Chinese to just turn around and leave after just talking to them for a while, this didn’t treat them as VIPs 

at all! 

“What to do ……” 

Kato gritted his teeth and said, “Let’s go back and reconsider our countermeasures!” 



Right now this attempt to exchange a small amount for a large amount would not be achieved, and 

might even cause the Chinese to resent it, Kato had to come up with a countermeasure in the shortest 

possible time, otherwise once the senior management of the Tengfei Group and Ji Feng had put a fork in 

their hearts against their Lingxia Group, and indeed all the people of Kepong, that would be the end of 

it. 

“Damn Chinese people, when did they learn to be so smart!” Kato couldn’t help but curse. 

But also from this time, Kato felt that the Chinese people today, seemed to be different from the past 

…… 

“Brother Hongwei, thanks a lot just now.” 

Walking out of the meeting room, Ji Feng said, “It’s also fortunate that you know more about the 

industrial field, otherwise, I’m afraid I would have made a fool of myself today.” 

He Hongwei waved his hand and said, “We don’t talk about this between friends. Besides, I just happen 

to know more about it, even if I wasn’t here today, you guys wouldn’t be able to nod your heads 

immediately and agree to it, right?” 

Ji Feng smiled and didn’t say anything else. Sometimes when friends were too polite to each other, they 

would instead also alienate the relationship. 

Besides, He Hongwei was right, he had no intention of selling the alloy technology to the Kepong people, 

so whether they were clear about the value of those things Kato had come up with or not, it wouldn’t 

affect the final outcome. 

He Hongwei likewise did not take this seriously, because he knew very well that Ji Feng might not know 

too much about some things in the industrial field, and Han Zhong and Xiao Yuxuan might not know too 

much either, but there was no shortage of professional talents in this society, and Ji Feng and the others 

were just leaders who were excellent leaders as long as they put professional talents where they could 

bring their intelligence into play. 

He Hongwei, for example, does not know anything about logistics or pharmaceuticals, but he has 

worked with the Tengfei Group and the military to establish a logistics transit station, and even set up a 

special logistics company, and is also involved in pharmaceuticals? 

What He Hongwei was really excited about was the two gifts given by Ji Feng today! 

Especially the second gift, which really made He Hongwei afraid that when he thought of it again after 

many years, he would still feel an inexpressible excitement. 

Several people returned to the small meeting room next to Han Zhong’s office, and when they saw 

Kato’s group leave resentfully through the window, Han Zhong couldn’t help but sneer. 

“These little brats, they still treat the Chinese as ingrates, how damned hateful!” 

“Han Zhong, you’re an old boss now, but you should be careful with your words.” Ji Feng shook his head 

and laughed, “The Kepong people have always been like this, we can only blame China for being 

backward, in fact, if our positions on both sides were reversed, I’m afraid we would be like this too.” 



With a single sentence, the crowd could not help but be silent. 

It is true that the brats are hateful, but from another perspective, they are not charitable in the first 

place, and Kepong and China are largely hostile in the first place. 

Ji Feng said, “So what we can do is to develop our business as much as possible, to do our part and 

contribute more to the strength of our country!” 

Several people nodded slightly, He Hongwei was equally touched, this, is Ji Feng’s pattern! 

“Mr. Xiao, Mr. Xiao ……” 

Just at this time, there was a sudden urgent knock on the door outside the meeting room, and a 

woman’s voice, Ji Feng immediately heard it, it was Xiao Yuxuan’s assistant’s voice. 

Hearing the voice so urgent, Xiao Yuxuan immediately said, “Come in.” 

Sure enough, the one who came in was Xiao Yuxuan’s assistant, and with an anxious look on her face, 

she said, “General Xiao, come out for a moment, there is an urgent matter to report to you ……” 

Xiao Yuxuan was a little surprised: “What is so urgent? Speak slowly!” 

The assistant then looked at the people in the parlor and hesitated a little. 

When Xiao Yuxuan saw this, she hurriedly got up and went out, looking at the assistant’s expression she 

knew it was not appropriate to let outsiders know about this matter. 

Ji Feng a few people also some strange, see that assistant anxious look, seems to be something 

happened, and not ordinary? 

It could be that something had happened in the company. 

Ji Feng secretly guessed that if it was Xiao Yuxuan’s personal matter, then it should be Xiao Ying who 

received the news first, not Xiao Yuxuan’s assistant. 

“Han Zhong, there are no problems with the company recently, right?” Ji Feng asked casually. 

“There’s no big problem.” Han Zhong shook his head. 

Ji Feng then didn’t say anything else, what exactly had happened would naturally become clear when 

Xiao Yuxuan returned. 

Xiao Yuxuan didn’t stay outside for long, after about ten minutes, she came back. However, when she 

came back her eyebrows were knitted up and she looked a bit worried. 

Ji Feng asked, “What’s wrong?” 

Xiao Yuxuan hesitantly said, “It’s a problem over at Xiao’s pharmaceutical factory …… Actually, it’s not a 

problem with the pharmaceutical factory, but a problem in the sales channel ……” 

Ji Feng said, “Don’t be in a hurry, sit down and talk slowly.” 

At this time He Hongwei said, “Older brother, then you guys talk first, I’ll visit your company?” 



Ji Feng then knew that He Hongwei was seeing that they wanted to discuss company matters, so he 

wanted to take the initiative to avoid it, so he nodded and said, “That’s fine, Zhao Kai, you accompany 

Hongwei around the company.” 

After Zhao Kai and He Hongwei left, Han Zhong closed the door of the meeting room, and only then did 

Ji Feng ask, “Yuxuan, what exactly is wrong with Xiao’s pharmaceutical factory?” 

Just now Xiao Yuxuan said very vague, should be in the way of He Hongwei in the reason, so Ji Feng now 

to ask clearly, can make Xiao Yuxuan frown, think the problem should not be small. 

Xiao Yuxuan said, “What exactly went wrong, I’m not too sure, just now I received a call from Xu Yuan, 

according to her, our Kang Yuan slimming powder’s general agent in Black Province, suddenly proposed 

to cancel the contract with us, from tomorrow onwards, any pharmacy and channel terminal under that 

general agent’s name, will no longer sell our slimming powder.” 

“Heh!” 

Han Zhong was surprised and said, “Black Province? I remember the general agent in Black Province is 

surnamed …… Luo, right? It’s a big fat guy?” 

Xiao Yuxuan nodded her head slightly and said, “Yes, his name is Luo Guangrong.” 

“That’s right, that’s him!” 

Han Zhong said, “He said he won’t sell our slimming powder anymore? If I remember correctly, at the 

beginning, after using our slimming powder, he had a very good weight loss effect, and then he even 

took my hand and said that after half a lifetime of selling medicines and health products, and having 

used countless kinds of weight loss pills, this was the first time he had come across such a good healing 

weight loss product.” 

“Then he patted his chest with me and said that no matter what he would fight for the sole agent in 

Black Province, that was a great determination!” 

Han Zhong said, “How come all of a sudden there was no greeting and he said he wouldn’t sell it? And 

the agreement hasn’t even expired yet, and his deposit of more than 20 million is still with us, so he’s 

not selling? He’s not going to take such a large sum of money? This guy is crazy, right?” 

Xiao Yuxuan said, “It’s not that much! I’ve just checked, he probably still has nearly ten million dollars in 

payment for the goods that he hasn’t settled with us yet, and Xiao’s Pharmaceutical Factory just sent 

him a batch of goods two days ago, so this adds up to more than ten million dollars.” 
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“Then he still has more than ten million dollars in deposits with us!” Han Zhong said, “Could it be that 

Luo Guangrong doesn’t want any of this money?” 

“I’m afraid he’s ready to give up the deposit when he unilaterally tears up the agreement!” Xiao Yuxuan 

said. 



When they first promoted Kang Yuan Slim Powder, because the sales of this product were really too hot, 

so at that time, Teng Fei Group didn’t even bother much, those agents took the initiative to come to the 

door and wanted to get the agency rights. 

Because the competition is too strong, and the Tengfei Group holds the idea of doing the line of 

excellence, so it raised the threshold of entry for agents and increased the amount of deposit. 

Luo Guangrong, for example, not only has a strong presence in the pharmaceutical and health care 

market in Black Province, but also has an extensive sales channel, and after paying a deposit of 25 

million dollars and signing a series of agreements, he was able to obtain the first level of agency in Black 

Province! 

But it was not expected that Luo Guangrong would unilaterally break the agreement without even 

saying hello in advance …… No, just one day in advance! 

That deposit, he was obviously not going to ask for it either. 

The reason is that according to the agreement between the two sides, if the agent breaches the 

contract, or makes a violation of the company’s rules, something that damages the image of Kang Yuan 

slimming powder as well as the Tengfei Group, then the deposit will be deducted and fined. 

Now Luo Guangrong has not only broken the agreement unilaterally, but has even decided not to sell 

Tengfei Group’s products anymore! 

“If you don’t sell them, you don’t sell them, and there was a pharmaceutical distributor in Black Province 

who called me some time ago to ask about the agency rights.” Han Zhong said, “If Luo Guangrong 

doesn’t do it, there are more people who want to do it, we have never treated these agents below 

poorly, since Luo Guangrong has torn up the agreement, we don’t need to beg him.” 

Xiao Yuxuan, however, shook her head slightly and said, “But this is not the only problem that has gone 

wrong in the Black Province.” 

Han Zhong was stunned, “What other problems are there?” 

Xiao Yuxuan said, “Our office in Black Province has been smashed! Two of our employees were injured, 

and one of them was quite badly injured!” 

Han Zhong was immediately stunned, “What?!” 

Ji Feng also couldn’t help but freeze for a moment and asked, “Yu Xuan, when did this happen?” 

Xiao Yuxuan said, “It’s just that I only learned about it just now when I received the call, Xu Yuan said 

that she also received the report only today!” 

“Simply bastard!” Han Zhong couldn’t help but say angrily, “What kind of person did this?” 

“Don’t know yet.” Xiao Yuxuan shook her head and said, “Xu Yuan is already preparing to rush over 

there.” 



“What use can she have rushing over there!” Ji Feng frowned, “Since the other party dares to smash the 

office, it’s obvious that they don’t intend to be reasonable, no matter who the other party is, it’s 

inappropriate for her to go.” 

“That’s right.” 

Zhao Kai nodded slightly and said, “Ji Feng is right, since the other party has used violence, it means that 

they have no intention to be reasonable and only talk about their fists. So, this is something that Xu 

can’t go to.” 

Han Zhong said, “I’ll go.” 

After a pause, he said, “As the general manager of the Tengfei Group, I definitely have to go over there 

to take a look at such a thing that happened to the pharmaceutical factory below me. Besides, Hei 

Province is next to Saudi Russia, and the vast majority of the slimming powder we export to Saudi Russia 

has to pass through Hei Province, so if it is not handled properly, it might affect the image and credibility 

of the group internationally, so it must be dealt with as soon as possible. ” 

Xiao Yuxuan, however, shook her head lightly with a cicada and said, “It’s not appropriate for you to go. 

Now that the Tengfei Group is officially at a critical period when it is about to tell its expansion, it won’t 

do for you to leave.” 

“Then ……” 

“I’ll go.” Ji Feng said. 

“Hmm?” Xiao Yuxuan and Han Zhong were both stunned. 

Ji Feng said, “Don’t I still have a consultant position hanging around at Tengfei Group? It’s just as well 

that there’s nothing going on right now anyway, and I’ve almost prepared my dissertation, so I’m just 

waiting for the next defense, and there’s no more problems with the alloy, so it’s most appropriate for 

me to go now.” 

“This ……” Xiao Yuxuan was a little hesitant, she did not want Ji Feng to go in her heart, because since 

the smashing incident happened over there in Black Province, it might have some danger, Ji Feng went, 

what about the safety issue? 

“It’s a deal!” Ji Feng said, “Just in time, I also want to go over to the Northeast to have a look.” 

“Then let Zhao Kai go with you!” Xiao Yuxuan said, “It’s good to have a lookout in that place, and we can 

also discuss things when we encounter them.” 

Although Zhao Kai had not been with the group for a long time, he was a stable, calm and intelligent 

person, so Xiao Yuxuan let him follow Ji Feng, so he could be more or less at ease. 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “That’s fine. Kai Zi, come with me to go around the Black Province?” 

Zhao Kai smiled and said, “No problem. I’ve never been to the northeast either, and I’ve heard that it’s 

very nice there, so I’d better take the opportunity to go and have a look.” 



Ji Feng nodded slightly and said, “Good then, let’s go and see what kind of divine being is so 

domineering that he not only smashed our office, but also injured someone!” 

“Right, the two injured employees, what is their condition?” Tong Lei suddenly asked. 

“I’m not too sure about the specifics, but Xu Yuan said that according to the reports from the employees 

in Black Province, those two injured employees should not have their lives in danger.” Xiao Yuxuan said. 

“That’s good.” 

Ji Feng said, “For these two employees, give them some compensation, don’t be stingy, people work for 

the group and get injured, that’s also a work injury, so compensate them as much as possible. For their 

families, they should also be taken care of as much as possible.” 

Xiao Yuxuan said, “You still need to explain this? Don’t worry, for the employees of the group, they are 

all given double insurance, and the group also has a special amount of money that is used to deal with 

unexpected events.” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly and said, “Also, in my name again, you send someone to the hospital to take a 

look at those two security guards, last time I went there, they were both still lying in bed, to say the 

least, it was also me who got them involved.” 

He was talking about the two security guards in the community, because people from Jibei province 

were chasing after Yang Bin, as a result, those two security guards also suffered an undeserved disaster 

and were injured quite badly. 

During that time, Ji Feng went to the hospital to see them once and left some money, but he couldn’t 

just ignore them for that. 

Xiao Yuxuan casually wrote it down on her phone before asking, “So when do you plan to go?” 

Ji Feng said, “The sooner the better …… book a flight first and try to make it there today.” 

At noon that day, after Ji Feng invited He Hongwei to have a simple lunch, he was ready to rush to Black 

Province. 

Xiao’s pharmaceutical factory’s office in Black Province was smashed, Kang Yuan slimming powder in 

Black Province’s first-class agent Luo Guangrong suddenly unilaterally tore up the contract, and even 

more than ten million yuan of the deposit was said not to be wanted, which made Ji Feng feel that 

things seemed to be a bit unusual. 

Although up to now Ji Feng did not know exactly what had happened, he had a hunch that there might 

be a connection between these two events. 

Ji Feng asked Xu Yuan, but Xu Yuan was not too sure, she only received a phone call from the head of 

the Black Province office, but the head’s voice on the phone seemed rather flustered and did not 

express himself very clearly, that’s why Xu Yuan thought of rushing over as soon as possible, just to find 

out what was going on first. 



However, since Ji Feng was the one going, Xu Yuan had to stay in Jiangzhou, and Ji Feng didn’t ask too 

many questions. It wasn’t too late to ask the head of the office about the specific situation when we 

arrived in Heilongjiang Province. 

The person who went with Ji Feng, apart from Bai Zhu and Zhao Kai, was also Zhang Lei. 

The province was thousands of miles away and Ji Feng was unfamiliar with it. Although Zhao Kai had 

enough brains, he did not know kung fu himself, so Ji Feng had to be fully prepared. 

The first thing you need to do is to get ready. 

The four of them went straight to the airport. 

…… 

As the northeastern most province of China, Hei Province directly borders with Russia, especially on the 

border, trade is extremely frequent, and at the same time, Hei Province is the most important land 

transportation line from China to Russia and Europe, its geographical location is important, there is no 

doubt about it. 

For domestic purposes, Hei Province is also one of the traditional old industrial bases, and its weight in 

China is also extremely heavy. 

As the capital of the province, the city of Ha is naturally prosperous and needs no introduction. 

At the same time, because Hei Province borders with Tsarist Russia, there are also many foreigners here, 

and of course people from other countries, not to mention domestic ones, and there is no shortage of 

people coming to any prosperous place to seek gold. 

After a few hours’ flight, Ji Feng saw foreigners with high noses everywhere as soon as they stepped off 

the plane, the vast majority of whom were Russians. 

Apart from that, it was a very different kind of city atmosphere from Jiangzhou, which made Ji Feng feel 

quite new. 

However, apart from seeing the prosperity of the city, Ji Feng could also feel a sense of toughness in it. 

In ancient times, this was a bitterly cold place with tough folk customs, and during the War of 

Resistance, there were even an unknown number of benevolent people who rose up against it, so this 

kind of strength was also inherited, forming a kind of folk customs that was very different from some 

southern cities like Jiangzhou. 

“Crazy, there!” Zhang Lei pointed to the exit, only to see a middle-aged man holding a sign with the four 

big words Tengfei Group written on it in the middle of that receiving crowd. 

“Let’s go over there!” 

Ji Feng and the others walked over, and only after asking did they learn that the middle-aged man was 

the head of Xiao’s Pharmaceutical Factory’s office in Black Province, named Yang Haoran. 

Zhang Lei was an acute person, and as soon as several people got into the car, he asked, “Supervisor 

Yang, what’s going on? Who had the guts to blatantly smash and injure people?” 



As soon as this matter was mentioned, Yang Haoran could not help but sigh and said with a bitter smile, 

“This matter, to say the least, it is also my fault, I was too presumptuous ……” 

“Oh?” 

Hearing Yang Haoran say this about himself, Zhang Lei was not a bit curious and asked, “You’re so 

presumptuous?” 

“It’s because I didn’t understand the local situation in the Black Province clearly and spoke too straight, 

which offended a big brother in the Black Province, and consequently led to a big trouble in the sky!” 

Yang Haoran laughed bitterly, full of self-reproach, “I originally thought that as long as I followed the 

rules, it would be fine, but who would have thought that in this Black Province, there is a land emperor, 

and I violated his will and dragged the company down with me!” 

“The earth emperor?” 
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Yang Haoran laughed bitterly, full of self-reproach, “I originally thought that as long as I followed the 

rules, it would be fine, but who would have thought that in this Black Province, there is a land emperor, 

and I violated his will and dragged the company down with me!” 

“The earth emperor?” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but be a little curious: “What earth emperor?” 

“Some time ago, someone came to me and said that he wanted to cooperate with us, to get full agency 

for the entire Northeast, as well as exports to Saudi Russia, and to have the Tengfei Group invest in a 

factory over here and cooperate with them to produce slimming powder.” Yang Haoran said, “Because I 

didn’t know if the company had this intention, I was going to report to the company first, and then reply 

to the other party.” 

“What was the result?” 

“It turned out that I just explained to the other party and then asked them roughly how much they could 

pay, but who knew that the other party’s reply was a surprise to me.” 

Yang Haoran said, “That person actually told me that he wasn’t prepared to pay a single cent, but if we 

agreed to his terms, he could guarantee the normal operation of our company in Black Province, as well 

as the entire Northeast, and the personal safety of our employees!” 

Zhang Lei immediately snorted, “Heh! What a big mouth! He really thinks he’s the emperor of the 

Northeast?” 

Yang Haoran laughed bitterly, “At first I thought the same thing, doing business, there must be input 

before we can talk about cooperation, the other party was not willing to pay a single penny, surprisingly 

just gave such a promise and wanted to take away part of our benefits, I didn’t even think about it at 

that time, I refused.” 

“Then how did the office get smashed?” Zhao Kai asked, “Was it that man’s doing?” 



“After that man left, our business took a hit, and the experience of the building property company told 

me that the man was one of Master Qiu’s people, and that he came on behalf of Master Qiu’s wish for 

me not to be so hard-headed, I didn’t take it seriously, and as a result ……” 

Yang Haoran let out a bitter laugh and said, “As a result, not long after, a group of murderers suddenly 

stormed into our office in the evening after work, they came up without saying a word, just a smashing, 

our staff just tried to stop it, they were injured by them, those murderers were holding iron bars and 

machetes in their hands, beating people on sight and smashing things on sight!” 

Speaking of that day, Yang Haoran’s face still had a palpitating look on it, apparently what happened 

that day made him unable to help but be a little scared too. 

Zhang Lei and Zhao Kai’s faces both sank, what the other party had done was just too rampant! 

“Have you guys called the police?” Ji Feng’s face sank as he asked. 

“The police were called, but when they came, they just made a record and then disappeared.” Yang 

Haoran said, “I even called the police station yesterday to ask about it, but the reply I got was that it was 

still under investigation, but it was difficult to investigate because there were no clues, and the police 

told me to prepare myself mentally ……” 

“Yesterday afternoon I went to the office to pack up my things and a person in charge of the property 

company told me that Master Qiu San has already given the word that in future, our Tengfei Group’s 

products will not be allowed to enter the Northeast ……” 

“Bully too much!” Zhang Lei snorted coldly. 

“Who is this Third Master Qiu?” Zhao Kai asked. 

“I don’t know exactly what kind of person he is, I just heard that this Third Master Qiu is quite powerful 

in the Northeast, just like a land emperor,” Yang Haoran said, “It is said that Third Master Qiu has a lot of 

industries under his name, he is a very powerful big boss, and he even has dealings with many big 

leaders in the officialdom. ” 

“Third Master Qiu …… Third Master Qiu ……” 

Ji Feng repeated this name a few times and could not help but smile faintly and said, “All right, go to the 

office first, the rest of the matter, wait until I understand the situation!” 

However, Yang Haoran was a bit embarrassed: “This ……” 

“What, is there any problem?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Advisor Ji, the office was smashed and it hasn’t been cleaned up yet, so ……” Yang Haoran said, “Now 

I’ve arranged for all the employees of the office to go to the hotel, why don’t we go to the hotel 

directly? ” 

“Not packed is better!” Ji Feng said, “I’d like to see just how ruthless that Third Master Qiu is and what 

he can smash the office into!” 

“This ……” 



Yang Haoran hesitated for a moment before saying, “Alright, but you have to be mentally prepared, 

Advisor Ji, because we have offended Third Master Qiu, so the property of the building is not too warm 

towards us, there might be some unpleasantness ……” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly and said, “Don’t worry, this time I’m just going to find out what’s going on.” 

After a pause, Ji Feng added: “Kai Zi, on behalf of the company, go to the hospital first to see the injured 

employees, to reassure them, the injuries they suffered, I will definitely get them back ten times a 

hundred times! The person who beat them up will also definitely go to them and bow down and admit 

their guilt!” 

Zhao Kai nodded his head and said, “I understand.” 

Ji Feng instructed, “Supervisor Yang, have the driver take Zhao Kai to the hospital first, and a few of us 

will take a taxi.” 

“This …… is fine.” Yang Haoran nodded, but in his heart, he was a little bitter, how come the company 

sent such a mallet over? 

That’s right, a mallet! 

Ji Feng’s arrogant words just now had left this impression on Yang Haoran! 

Yang Haoran didn’t know how powerful Master Qiu was in the Northeast, but it was obvious from the 

fact that the police didn’t even care much that Master Qiu was definitely not to be messed with. 

Besides, the people of the property company said that Master Qiu was the emperor of the Northeast, 

how could Ji Feng get it back tenfold and a hundredfold? 

A young man is arrogant! 

Yang Haoran shook his head a bit, it seemed that the company did not want to develop in the Northeast, 

sending such a mallet over, instead of solving the problem, it would intensify the conflict. 

A strong dragon could not suppress a snake on the ground! 

Besides, Master Qiu is still the emperor of the Northeast, how can a young man like you handle it? 

But who let him be the Minister of the Imperial Household, Yang Haoran had words in his heart, but he 

just held back and listened to Ji Feng’s arrangement. 

A group of four people took a taxi and came directly to an office building called Xindi Building, where the 

office of the Tengfei Group and Xiao’s Pharmaceutical Factory in Black Province was located. 

However, as soon as they entered the lobby, they saw that the security guards at the entrance had a 

strange look in their eyes, and they looked at them with a look full of sympathy, as if they were looking 

at a few plague gods, and they subconsciously wanted to avoid them for fear of getting involved! 

When Zhang Lei saw this, he couldn’t help but stare and sneered, “It seems that this Third Master Qiu’s 

power in the Northeast is really not small, these few security guards are starting to sympathize with us, 

we’re dead?” 



Ji Feng said without moving, “Go up and take a look!” 

Under Yang Haoran’s leadership, a few people arrived at the floor where the office was located, as soon 

as they stepped out of the lift, Ji Feng couldn’t help but be stunned only to see in that corridor, a 

patchwork of glass scraps, so blinding in the dim light of the floor! 

All the glass in the office had been smashed, and there were still some glass stubble hanging on the 

windows, it was almost as if they had been ravaged by a tornado! 

“Damn it!” 

When Zhang Lei saw this, he was on fire and couldn’t help but curse angrily! 

Yang Haoran only laughed bitterly, Zhang Lei was furious when he saw this scene, but they, however, 

were personally experiencing the office being smashed, that kind of panic and humiliation, how should 

they vent it? 

However, Ji Feng’s face was calm, he had already expected this kind of scene, but when he arrived at the 

entrance of the office and saw the scene inside, he could not help but frown. 

He saw that almost all the furniture in the office, including the desks and chairs, had been smashed and 

were lying in pieces on the floor. 

Even the reception desk had been smashed to the point where only one section was left! 

Ji Feng’s gaze, fell at his feet, on that floor, there was a stain that was already blackened, Ji Feng could 

see at a glance, it was blood! 

Obviously, the office employee had been injured right at the entrance. 

“This blood is from the employee who was more seriously injured.” Yang Haoran said next to him, “He 

happened to be going home from work at that time, and just as he went out, he ran into those 

murderers, and ended up with an iron bar on his head, which directly knocked a hole in his head, and he 

couldn’t even stop that bleeding!” 

“Damn it!” 

Zhang Lei’s face was chilled and he gritted his teeth. 

Ji Feng looked the office over carefully, took out his mobile phone and took a picture of it, and then he 

said in a deep voice: “Go to the property!” 

Yang Haoran said, “The property is down there ……” 

Several people took the lift to the property office, and as soon as they entered, they saw a middle-aged 

man say, “Hey! Mr. Yang you’re just in time, we were just about to call you.” 

Yang Haoran was stunned, “What is it?” 

The middle-aged man said, “Here’s the thing, given that your company did not abide by the owners’ 

agreement, caused trouble and brought instability to the building, causing other owners to be on edge 

and complain to us, so we have decided to cancel the contract with you after much consideration!” 



Yang Haoran’s face suddenly looked unpleasant as he said, “But our contract is for five years, and there 

are still more than two years to go before it expires!” 

“That can’t be helped.” 

The middle-aged man said, “Mr. Yang, in fact, we used to work together happily, but you have offended 

Master Qiu, if we continue to work with you, we will be in trouble ourselves when the time comes, we 

have no choice, please understand!” 

Yang Haoran’s face was ironic as he said, “It’s fine to cancel the contract, and there are more than just 

one office building in Ha, but the contract we signed is for five years, you have to pay the breach of 

contract!” 

The middle-aged man’s face sank when he heard that and said, “Mr. Yang, are you kidding? You have 

provoked Master Qiu San, and as a result, our office building was smashed, causing people to be on 

edge, it’s already not bad if we don’t ask your company for compensation, and you actually want to pay 

the breach of contract?” 

“You ……” 

Yang Haoran was so angry that he couldn’t say anything. 

Ji Feng, however, said in a deep voice, “Are you the head of the property company?” 

The middle-aged man glanced at him and said, “So what if I am?” 

Ji Feng said in a deep voice: “According to the rules, your property company leased the office building to 

us, so you have the obligation to protect our safety in the building. Did you do your duty?” 

The middle-aged man’s face sank: “You’re ridiculous! You have offended Master Qiu, and you still want 

us to protect your safety? Are you out of your mind?” 
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The middle-aged man’s face sank, ”You’re simply ridiculous! You have offended Third Master Qiu and 

you still want us to protect your safety? Are you out of your mind?!” 

Zhang Lei’s eyes glared, “What did you say? Repeat it again and I’ll listen?” 

The middle-aged man said, “What, you still want to beat me up?” 

Zhang Lei’s eyes narrowed, and anyone who was familiar with him knew that this guy was fierce. 

However, Ji Feng’s face remained unchanged, waved his hand to stop Zhang Lei from speaking again and 

asked, “So, just because we have offended Master Qiu, you can also bully us openly?” 

The middle-aged man said, “Young man, don’t speak so harshly! Everything was fine in our office 

building, but it’s because you guys offended Third Master Qiu that you’ve become like this. If you want 

to blame yourselves, you can only blame yourselves for not understanding the times and having to go 

against Third Master Qiu!” 



Ji Feng said, “Is this Third Master Qiu so powerful? You’re so afraid of him even though you’re a regular 

property company?” 

“Heh!” 

Who knew, but the middle-aged man revealed an odd smile and said, “Young man, you just came out of 

school and became a socialite, right? You, don’t know the complexity of society yet.” 

Ji Feng laughed and said, “Oh? In that case, I am still ignorant? Then please enlighten me as to who this 

Third Master Qiu is? Even if you’re kicking us out, you have to let us know who we’ve offended, don’t 

you!” 

The middle-aged man said, “Humph! If you don’t even know Master Qiu, how can you still want to work 

in the Northeast? Kid, you don’t need to ask me, just ask around outside and you’ll know who Master 

Qiu is. I advise you to be sensible, or else you’ll have your losses in the future!” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded his head, saying, “It seems that this Third Master Qiu is really prestigious!” 

The middle-aged man grunted, not even willing to talk to Ji Feng more. 

“Motherfucker ……” 

Zhang Lei was instantly enraged as he said in a cold voice, “In your opinion, we are dead, right?” 

The middle-aged man said, “What else do you think?” 

“Good!” 

Zhang Lei nodded with a cold smile and said, “Then listen carefully, it won’t take long for your revered 

Third Master Qiu to turn into a dead dog!” 

The middle-aged man’s face instantly sank and he subconsciously looked around before saying in a cold 

voice, “Please go out, you are not welcome here!” 

Yang Haoran gasped, “You’re going too far! Our contract ……” 

The middle-aged man glared, “What contract, you dare to slander Master Qiu behind his back like this, 

you don’t even know it when you’re on the verge of death, and you still dare to mention the contract to 

me …… If I’m dragged into it by you, I won’t let you off! Get out!” 

“Damn it! I can’t help it!” Zhang Lei shook his head violently, an arrow step forward, flung his hand is a 

fierce slap over. 

“Slap!” 

A loud slap hit the middle-aged man’s face fiercely. 

In an instant, the middle-aged man received such a heavy blow to his face and fell headlong to the 

ground: “Ah…!” 

Zhang Lei stomped on his face and said angrily, “You’re really a dog’s eye, even if he is powerful, what’s 

it to you? Who are you to tell us to get lost? Don’t you think highly of Master Qiu? Well then, let him 

come and save you!” 



“Ah…” 

The middle-aged man was stomped on the face by Zhang Lei’s leather shoe, and he immediately 

shouted in pain, “Security! Security guards!” 

A few security guards outside heard the shouts from inside and immediately ran in, once they saw the 

situation, they hurriedly shouted, “Stop it! Quickly let go of Director Zhu!” 

As soon as they saw the situation, they shouted, “Stop! Let go of Director Zhu!” As soon as they shouted, 

several security guards lunged towards Zhang Lei, and two of them even took out their batons. 

“Boom!” 

The next moment, one of the security guards running in the front was kicked away by Zhang Lei! 

Before the remaining guards could even regain their senses, they saw Zhang Lei rushing directly in front 

of them, and with a few harsh strokes, he made all these guards lie on the ground. 

“Son of a bitch, you’re really vicious against us!” Zhang Lei looked at the batons on the ground and said 

in a cold voice: “When those murderers came to smash, why didn’t you guys work so hard to stop 

them?” 

“……” 

How could a few security guards reply, they had long been beaten by Zhang Lei’s vicious attack, their 

bodies were shivering with pain, they couldn’t even stand up! 

Zhang Lei coldly snorted, turned around and once again stomped down that property company’s head: 

“How many more people do you have, you can call them all over and see if I can clean them up!” 

“Well ……” 

That middle-aged man was extraordinarily annoyed by the stomping, but when he saw that several 

security guards were beaten by Zhang Lei with three punches and two kicks without even the slightest 

ability to resist, they were all lying on the ground screaming, and he couldn’t help but be afraid. 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “Lei Zi.” 

Zhang Lei couldn’t help but coldly snort, moved his feet away, grabbed the middle-aged man’s collar and 

yanked him up, looking at the middle-aged man’s somewhat frightened face, and coldly said, “Tell you 

what! Don’t look down your fucking nose at people in future! You will regret your actions today, and so 

will your revered Master Qiu San!” 

The middle-aged man gritted his teeth and said angrily, “Let go, or I’ll call the police!” 

Of course, Zhang Lei knew that this man would not believe that he could deal with Third Master Qiu just 

by what he said, and seeing that he had fear in his eyes, but was still so tough-mouthed, he obviously 

did not take himself seriously. 

Zhang Lei couldn’t help but sneer, but the cold light in his eyes was getting stronger and stronger. 



“It’s alright, Lei Zi!” Ji Feng waved his hand, took two steps forward, pulled Zhang Lei away, and then 

said to the middle-aged man, “You must hate us in your heart right now, right?” 

“Humph! You guys are intentionally hurting, wait until you go to jail!” The middle-aged man said angrily. 

“Whatever you say.” 

Ji Feng was noncommittal and said, “However, you have seen this brother of mine’s skill just now, right? 

So, do you think that even if you call the police now, can this brother of mine make you as good as dead 

before the police arrive?” 

The middle-aged man instantly paled, “You, you ……” 

“But if you cooperate, I guarantee you that nothing will happen to you for sure, it’s not difficult, as long 

as you answer a few questions from me, what do you think?” Ji Feng asked in a flat and zingy tone. 

However the more he did so, the more scared the middle-aged man became. 

“What do you want to ask?” 

“It’s simple, tell me about Third Master Qiu, who he is, what his identity is, where his family lives and so 

on ……” Ji Feng said, “Everything about this Third Master Qiu is of great interest to me.” 

“I don’t know!” The middle-aged man said in a bad mood, he had just beaten him up and wanted to pry 

information from him, dream on! 

“Well!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “In that case, then let my brother help you recall?” 

The middle-aged man instantly said angrily, “Don’t you guys go too far!” 

Ji Feng said, “We’re not even afraid of going to jail, so are we afraid of going too far or not?” 

The middle-aged man just froze. 

After a while, he gritted his teeth and said, “Even if you are desperadoes, you definitely can’t beat 

Master Qiu. I tell you, Master Qiu has many desperadoes under him, and there are many more vicious 

ones than you!” 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows and said, “Oh? Is that so? Tell me!” 

The middle-aged man gritted his teeth and said, “I don’t know much, just like the people outside, I’ve 

heard about it.” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly and said, “It doesn’t matter, how much you know say more, you said so, I just 

heard so, that’s all.” 

The middle-aged man said, “Master Qiu San is the chairman of the Qiu Group, I heard that he is black 

and white, is the godfather of the northeast’s underworld, with many big leaders in the black province 

are called brothers, is also a member of the political consultative conference of the black province, there 

are many gang bosses are Qiu San’s little brother, even some of the sand and Russia’s gangsters, have 

relations with Master Qiu San… …That’s all I know.” 



Ji Feng asked, “Nothing more?” 

The middle-aged man hummed and didn’t say anything. 

Zhang Lei frowned, “I think you just deserve a beating ……” 

“You just beat me to death, and that’s all I know!” The middle-aged man said angrily, “You guys are 

pushing me so hard and trying to go against Master Qiu San, you won’t get a good end!” 

“Then just wait and see who will end up worse off!” Zhang Lei sneered. 

“That’s it for today.” Ji Feng said, “I beat you because you are dog-eyed, unruly and unethical! You 

deserved it! You can call the police by all means, it’s okay!” 

After a pause, looking at the middle-aged man’s ugly face, Ji Feng said in a calm tone, “As for that Third 

Master Qiu that you are pushing, my brother is not bragging, you will see!” 

The middle-aged man, however, only snorted coldly, a look of contempt flashing across his eyes. 

The change in his expression did not escape Ji Feng’s eyes, and of course Ji Feng knew exactly what he 

was thinking, obviously he thought that if he went against Third Master Qiu, his people would be dead. 

Ji Feng didn’t say anything more to him, he just smiled and then turned around to leave. 

When Yang Haoran saw this, he couldn’t stay and theorise with the middle-aged man, he just said in 

anger, “We will resolutely defend our rights, if not, we will see you in court!” 

The middle-aged man bristled and said, “If you offend Master Qiu, you’ll have to live to go to court!” 

But immediately, his face stiffened as he saw Zhang Lei’s teasing gaze staring at him, and his heart 

subconsciously tightened. 

“Thank you for the information!” Zhang Lei grinned. 

“……” 

The middle-aged man’s face instantly fell, he had told these people about Third Master Qiu’s situation, if 

this had reached Third Master Qiu’s ears …… 

he would almost cry out! 

“Call the police, I want to call the police and arrest them all!” He gnashed his teeth in hatred. 

“Crazy man, what’s the next step?” After leaving the Xindi Building, Zhang Lei asked. 

Ji Feng didn’t answer in a hurry, but turned his head to Yang Haoran and said, “Supervisor Yang, go back, 

calm down the staff, tell them not to be nervous, things will be solved soon!” 

Yang Haoran just froze, then smiled bitterly and said, “Advisor Ji, I think you guys should go back with 

me first, this just happened, in case he reported it to the police ……” 

Those who can run a property company basically have certain connections. 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the public. 



 


